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Jean-Michel Basquiat was an American artist. Basquiat first achieved fame as part 
of SAMO, an informal graffiti duo who wrote enigmatic epigrams in the cultural 
hotbed of the Lower East Side of Manhattan during the late 1970s where the hip hop, 
punk, and street art movements had coalesced. By the 1980s, he was exhibiting his 
neo-expressionist paintings in galleries and museums internationally. The Whitney 
Museum of American Art held a retrospective of his art in 1992.

Basquiat’s art focused on “suggestive dichotomies”, such as wealth versus 
poverty, integration versus segregation, and inner versus outer experience. 
He appropriated poetry, drawing, and painting, and married text and image, 
abstraction, figuration, and historical information mixed with contemporary 
critique.

Basquiat used social commentary in his paintings as a “springboard to deeper 
truths about the individual”,  as well as attacks on power structures and 
systems of racism, while his poetics were acutely political and direct in their 
criticism of colonialism and support for class struggle. He died of a heroin 
overdose at his art studio at the age of 27.

INTERVIEWER “WHY ARE 
YOU ANGRY?” 

BASQUIAT: “MM... ... M ... 
... I DON’T REMEMBER”
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1 Rameses 2 rameses II. rameses was an egyptian pharao (king), also known as rameses 
the great. it is not clear why basquiat made the three-piece serie of this painting 
about egypt. he often referenced to himself as a king. the king of his work.

view view side veiw of head of scalp. basquiat used a lot of text in his paintings. 
sometimes they are statements but mostly we cannot be sure what they mean. These 
words are written next to a skull. We know that basquiat painted skulls in his work 
to reference to death but also to the beheading of kings. They are also a reference 
to his culture. Maybe this is just a description of the head. but maybe it meant more.

vek. as you can see basquiat used a lot of short words. often crossing them with big 
stripes of paint. are they “mistakes”, are they things he wanted to erase from the 
world or are they just jibberish?

TORSO TORSO. COULD THIS REFERENCE TO DE BEHEADED BODY? IS IT LITERAL OF FIGURATIVE? 
IT SEAMS MORE DEDACTED THAN OTHER WORDS, WHY?

crown copyright. the king “owns”. Maybe just this painting, maybe art in general 
or maybe even the world. copyright is a word and symbol that returns on a lot of 
basquiat his painting. it could mean that he literally copyrights his work, but it 
could also have a bigger meaning...

o f e d p o pez III. 

“pex pex o o o o o o o o o o o o. you could argue if the o’s are intended as letters. 
basquiat was a big music fan. He even made a rapsong. could there be a hidden 
rhythm or beat in his paintings?
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LOOKING AT THE MARKED SECTIONS ON THE PAINTING, WHAT DO YOU THINK THE WORDS COULD MEAN? 
PICK AT LEAST THREE SECTIONS, DESCRIBE WHAT YOU THINK IT MEANS AND GIVE TWO REASONS FOR 
YOUR THEORY. YOU ARE ALLOWED TO DO MORE RESEARCH ON THE INTERNET FOR YOUR ANSWERS. 



SOME OF THE SECTIONS DO NOT CONSIST OF WORDS, BUT OF LETTERS. IT COULD BE CODE, IT COULD BE 
A MADE UP WORD OR IT COULD JUST BE JIBBERISH. WHAT DO YOU THINK? WHY DO YOU THINK BASQUIAT 
DIDN’T USE CLEARER MESSAGES. WHY DO YOU THINK HE LEFT US GUESSING? GVE YOUR THOUGHTS ON 
THE QUESTIONS WITH AT LEAST TWO REASONS WHY THINK THAT.



BASQUIATS HIS PAINTINGS WERE HIS WAY OF EXPRESSING HIS THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS. READING THE 
WORDS, LOOKING AT THE PAINTING AS A WHOLE, HOW DO YOU THINK HE FELT? WHAT DO YOU THINK HE 
WANTS TO ACHIEVE THROUGH HIS ART? ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS WITH AT LEAST TWO REASONS WHY 
YOU THINK THAT.


